
Robert Smith
Licensed Sales Associate

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

A personable, goal-oriented sales professional with a positive attitude and a distinctive career in 
sales and marketing. Proven ability to develop promotions and follow through with effective 
merchandising and creative display set-ups to sell the product. Track record of increasing sales 
and exceeding sales quotas.

SKILLS

Microsoft Office (10+ years), Planning Skills.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Licensed Sales Associate
ABC Corporation  2004 – 2020 
 Achieved 50-75% faster turnarounds using successful selling techniques, skills, and marketing

solutions.
 Matched homebuyers up with the homes they envision at a cost in their comfort zone and 

help sellers gain more targeted leads resulting in more sales.
 Closed-out accounting; trusted with bank deposits.
 Audited all insurance applications is assure they are in compliance with the law and the 

insurance exchange.
 Contributed ideas and offered constructive feedback at weekly sales and training meetings.
 Met with 10-15 existing and prospective clients each week to select appropriate insurance 

policies.
 Trained and assisted colleagues with sales and office procedures.

Licensed Sales Associate
Delta Corporation  1986 – 1989 
 Serviced existing AAA customers and cross-sold them additional products and also generated 

new business on my own.
 Calculate premiums and establish payment method Call on policyholders to deliver and 

explain policy, to analyze insurance program and suggest .
 Assessed clients needs and preferences and advised them of the current market opportunities

so they can make educated decisions Prepared and .
 Accredited Buyer Representative - ABR Achievements 28 years experience in the Real Estate 

Industry as an agent 10 years working as Administrative .
 Facilitated over $700K+ in real estate transactions in less than one year Responsible for 

facilitating marketing strategies to generate leads Managed .
 Strong customer relation/communication skills were demonstrated daily through establishing 

rapport, determining needs and offering suggestions on the .
 Proactive customer protection reviews of customers accounts to identify gaps in coverage and

educate each customer so they were better equipped to .

EDUCATION

GED
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